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As the myth says, Narcissus, when he saw his

own reflection in the river and fell in love
with it, he did not realize it was merely an
image. Unable to leave the beauty of his
reflection, Narcissus died from his own
‘narcissism’. Many of the authors and
scholars agree that we do live in a narcissistic
culture, in the ‘society of narcissism’. This
narcissism and lack of loving ourselves can be
the ruin of the selves. If the pool of people in
a society can find the fine balance between the
two, it would result in the so called ‘society of
self-recognition’. Needless to say how
important self-knowledge is. Unfortunately
enough the term self-recognition is just a dead
blanket term, and the biggest challenge of our
lives is to revive it in its true sense.
Programs that are based on ontological themes and terms are to fit the above mentioned
challenges. The preconception of the method is crystal clear: we have to learn how to design
and make up stories about ourselves – within ourselves - that are both tender and wild at the
same time. These stories have to capture our unconscious aims, goals, emotions and the nature
of our temperament. The main goal is to get to know our ‘unknown self’ and make friends
with it. We have to take the fate of the self throughout our whole lives in a calm, reassuring,
mild way.
The ontological approach – coaching and mediation – is proven many times during the seminars
and lectures, just as in personal and organizational coaching.
We are looking for patrons and sponsors (projects) who are happy to provide a home for such
an adult education program - and also happy to help in delivering it - that we framed precisely
and with high academic consciousness. We are highly practice-oriented; that is what is in high
focus with us.
Our already existing educational projects can easily and creatively be combined with all the
different, various needs that can come up eventually in certain fields of applications.

József Kollár PhD
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I. Accomplishments


Recommendations –selectiono ’József Kollár is an exceptional gift in the mental sphere...’
Csaba Pléh, Professor; Academician
o ’Krisztina Déri Kollárné managed to make significant changes within the field of
hierarchic informational and decision making systems. Moreover, she was able to
massively change the approach and methods of organizational and improvement
culture at the same time.’
Erika Kalman, Professor; Executive
o ’ I thoroughly studied the program of the training. It is overly brilliant, more than
useful and relevant from conceptual point of view.’
Orsolya Hoffmann, PhD, Professor; Head of the Kodolányi János College,
o ’He combines the scientific results of the discipline in a creative way. With this he
opens new windows to the whole world as well as to us. Makes you think and think,
think it over and over again and inspires you to DO things and find your way.’.”
Tamas Rusznak PhD, former Executive of State Banking Supervision, Professor,
Master Coach
o ’ With the help of all the tools of ontological coaching we are not buried under
problems, but we are rather considering the possible and probable resolutions with
which we are able to leave all the above-mentioned behind us. This should be applied
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by everyone! Kriszti and Jozsef show us the ’how to’-s and the road that leads to
resolution.
Szilvia Lengyel, Congressman

o ’The Kollár Coaching Institute helped me to understand the professional background
of mediation and also managed to help me learn it through great practice. Our Leads
Tutors – Krisztina and József – put all the possible efforts and all their knowledge to
guide us on the road of learning. During these days we followed an elaborate syllabus.
As a student I became more and more as days went by. Many thanks!
Tunde Szabo PhD, Olympic Swimming Champion (Silver medals: European
Championships, World Championships, Olympics), Secretary of the Hungarian
Swimming League

o Their professional certificates are perfect. As I see it, the courses and training itself, as
well. Rest assured that I keep track of the results and improvements.
o What they do is a great treasure of big value for us.
Nora Szuhai, journalist, reporter, coach
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Coaching in the 21st century."
HR Portal

o ’I recommend these courses to everyone! You are

in demand! We need you loads!’
Lenke Kiss, legendary basketball player of
Hungary
Selected as rep 328 times, bronze medal winner at the
European championship, fourfold Hungarian
Champion, Europe-rep, fourfold ’Player of the Year’,
member of the Immortal Club.

o ’I am splendidly happy that I could get to know
the courses themselves as well as the leaders of
the school. With their help new and healthconscious approaches are born. I recommend it to
all of those who are thinking outside of the box, who are open for changes,
challenges and for long –term solutions.’
Attila Katus , sixfold World Champion in aerobics, twofold European Champion
in aerobics, Expert of healthy lifestyles, Trainer of the Year 2010 ELITE,
according to the Hungarian Union of Gymnastics the most productive competitor
in the past 125 years; former member of the aerobic formation Pécsi Sasok
(translation: Eagles of Pecs), lecturer at SOTE PE faculty
o ’ I am pleased that I got in touch with two brilliant minds: Krisztina Déri Kollárné
PhD and József Kollár PhD. With the help of these two people I understood the
importance of being and having a coach. I recommend it to everyone.
Andrea Mahó, eMeRTon and Artisjus award winner, actress, singer,
The favourite Hungarian female performer of Sir Andrew Lloyd Webber
o ’I send my wholehearted recommendations to Kriszti and József: ontological coaching
teaches you how to find the way to the universal horizon of existence throughout
helping yourself and others, too. In this school I managed to see myself and others,
their environment and relations through different dimensions. I recommend it too
everyone who wants to break free from the world of clichés.
Emese Balogh, market leader mineral water producer company’s owner, master
coach
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Students
o 2 trainings, 3 years, more than 400 students
Our students are individuals and typically are from:
o multinational companies (i.e.: American Express, EGIS, TUNGSRAM, Törley,
Szentkirályi Ásványvíz, CIB, ING, MKB),
o public institutions: i.e.: Educational Authority, Pedagogic Developing Centre,
Mayor’s Office, Apor Vilmos University of the Catholic Church, ELTE, etc.



Quality of Tuition
For tuition we employ college professors (ELTE, PPKE), coach trainers from
multinational environment (CIB, ING) as well as trainers from non-profit institutes (MTA
joined research institutes) within a face to face consultancy environment. Our trainers
have certified experience, are always referred to and work at high quality.
Moreover, at the same time, they are internationally accredited (ICF)
coach-trainers.








2013.

Organizations
o In 2008 we established the Hungarian Coach Union
Public Foundation
 about us: http://coachok.ning.com
 more than 500 supporters just in Hungary
o In 2008 we established the IACM, International
Association of Coaching and Mediation which is an
international version of what we do
web: http://www.iacm-info.com
we have 149 honorary supporters and another 1100 followers support us
One after the other, coaches from abroad with international accreditation
join our organization. Just a few supporter countries: Iceland,
Luxembourg, Italy, Romania and Russia.

Member- and Partnership
o ICF (International Association of Coaching, USA) members and accredited
coaches of the organization
o Honorary founder member of the Hungarian Sexual Therapy and Relationship
Counselling Association
o In active partnership with:
 Hungarian Protocol Association (Hungary)
 National Human Research association (Hungary)
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o
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We started to build international relationships in 2012:
 Bank Mediator’s Association (Romania)
 Human Map Management Psychology and Leadership Development Ltd.
(Liverpool)



Supporters
o With our support the following editions are issued: Kollár-Déri: Walking on
water; philosophy of crisis management (original: Vízen járni, a válságkezelés
filozófiája című kötet) (Ontological coaching, book I.)
o We financed the biggest Hungarian online magazine’ (HR Portal) Mediation and
Coaching column for a year. (2011-2012.)
o We started the online magazine called Mentofactura which spreads articles about
coaching and mediation within its columns, but it also includes writings on
applied philosophy. Within these columns practice and science are ’on the same
page’.
o Under preparation:
 „The metaphor” (Includes writings of 12
Hungarian scholars and is the background of
the lectures of the Metaphor Conferences)
 Academic books in corporation with CEU



Programs:
o 28 May 2010.: ’Irrationality’ Academic Conference
(Academic Program)
o In the summer of 2010: ’Jane Austen workshop’ 6
occasions
o 15 October 2010.: ’Night of Managers, Seeking the
World!’, Hotel Velence (designed for audience)
o 29 May 2011. ’The Metaphor’ Academic Conference and Workshop focusing
on the practical side of coaching and mediation
o 11 November 2011.: ’Wind up in iThink City’, Festive shipping on the River
Danube (designed for audience)
o on-going from December 2011: ’iThinkTank, Scholar Club, Bridge between
science and management’
o 4 May 2012: IACM Business Academy opens (http://www.iacmakademia.hu)
o new conferences: ’Moral responsibility’ (workshop), 2 June 2012, V.A.M.
Design Centre (Budapest, 26 Kiraly Street)
o new project: ’Coaching Theatre’ from July 2012 (Gábor Makray, Zsóka
Zernovácz, RS9 Theatre, with cooperation of Miller Zoltán (actor, winner of the
silver cross of the Republican Order)
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o

30 April 2013 - 10 May 2013: Coaching Festival, with 12 colourful and different
programmes both the theoretical and the practical side of coaching was being
introduced.

II. Trainings, Programs
Ontological coaching and mediation
The syllabus of the coach trainings is based on the required competences
listed by ICF and also being accredited multiple times: (FAT, PAT, KIMIRM, IACM). Currently we are working on the preparation of the
international accreditation at ICF.
Our trainings are compatible with all the laws currently in force in
Hungary. (Further reference: 63/2009. (XII. 17.) IRM) Our organization
provides trainings in order to suit all the regulations of the Ministry of
Justice and Law Enforcement (IRM).
Postgraduate value in credits: 10 credits
Nowadays it is of great importance to understand that not only people going through a crisis need
pieces of advice. Individuals like leaders, managers, contractors and so on also need pieces of advice
in their private life or at their work. They ask for help because they want to develop, be more
successful, and who also want to use creativity in all of the different areas of their lives.
An organization (either a family or a company) stays stabile and unchanged – in a rather paradox way
– because of the changes they undergo. On the other hand, if changes do not take place, the
organization can easily collapse, and it can transform in contrast to the will of the agents in it. Due to
the above, aiming stability is the engine of the change itself. It is true though vice versa: aiming the
changes can be the reason of a certain system’s fixedness.
Our main goal is to train professionals who understand the structure of the informational
society, who are able to give advice with the help of the science of logic as well as decision
management. They are able to do so on certain and high levels. They are providing help to
leaders as well as to those in private life crisis. The knowledge gained through the trainings
make students able to interfere in social systems at any level effectively.
This form of trainings is designed to those who would like to help and lead individuals, employees and
groups who are turning to them for help in case of any kind of crisis. This form of trainings is
designed to those who would like to be talented in career planning and everyday life management, too.
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III. Contact details


József Kollár, PhD
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Wikipedia (in Hungarian): http://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kollár_József_filozófus
ArtPortal (in Hungarian): http://artportal.hu/lexikon/muveszettorteneszek/kollarjozsef
Dr. Kollár Coaching iLoveSchool: http://www.drkollarcoaching.hu/index.html
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